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Abstract
The Systema-Thermica software supports engineers in facing the present and future challenges of space
thermal analysis. Several improvements and new features were recently implemented.
First of all, the Systema 3D engine efficiency was raised up to ten times by using an optimized rendering
mode. This performance boost enables the modelling of complex thermal behaviors on large models
with more than 80 000 meshes.
Simulations with uncertainties on input parameters are made more flexible using advanced parametric
analysis. Systema-Thermica provides advanced variables defined with inter- dependencies as well as
user-defined GUI to set Python scripts parameters values on the fly.
Besides, a deep rework of cutters management enabled the definition of both finite and infinite cutting
shapes including transformations. Users can choose between inside or outside cuttings. These features
being Step-TAS-compatible, sharing the resulting geometry with other tools is straightforward.
Enhancements were also performed on various thermal analysis topics such as sensors modelling, infrared camera management and thermal convection, which helps analysists in providing their expertise over
a wider set of thermal phenomena.
Finally, a detailed study on a large panel of Systema users, revealed some promising improvement
opportunities in the Systema GUI ergonomics. Various improvements are scheduled to facilitate the
training of novice users and increase the efficiency of experts.
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Overview
• Support on 3 available products:
– Systema-Thermica Short Term Support (STS): v4.8.0P1 (09/2017)
– Systema-Thermica Long Term Support (LTS): v4.5.3b (08/2013)
– Systema-DynaWorks (DySCo): v1.0.0 (06/2017)
• Development of next versions:
– Systema-DynaWorks (DySCo): v1.1.0 (end of 2017)
– Next Systema-Thermica STS version: v4.8.2 (first quarter of 2018)

Systema-4.8.0P1

DySCo 3D-Viewer
Systema-4.5.3b
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Thermal modelling
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Thermal modelling (1/2) – « Real Detailed Earth Flux »
• For simple cases Earth albedo/IR flux can be modelled with constant values:
– Albedo ~ 35%
– Earth temperature ~ 264 K

earth.maps

• This modelling becomes problematic in the perspective of design margin reduction
• With Systema-4.5.3, it is possible to model planet albedo/IR with a
cartography including:
– latitude/longitude dependency
– time dependency (one value per month)
– editable ascii file with a simple structure (ex: earth.maps)

Earth albedo realistic modelling based on CERES
measurements [1]

10K

• A realistic model for Earth albedo/IR flux was put forward by R. Peyrou-Lauga (ESA)
– using the CERES data
– providing earth.maps file
Significant representativity improvement in temperature computation: up to 10 K
difference between realistic and constant modelling on a low orbit satellite
project
5
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Comparison of temperatures between constant albedo/IR and
detailed modelling (low orbit satellite)

[1] Romain Peyrou-Lauga, Using real Earth Albedo and Earth IR Flux for Spacecraft Thermal Analysis, ESA, ESTEC, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands, July 2017

Thermal modelling (2/2) – Ongoing developments
• Infra-red camera module: modelling of an IR camera for test facilities
– A prototype was successfully integrated by users in the context of MITTE
(see dedicated presentation)
• Convection: measuring thermal exchanges due to contact between a fluid and
the model surfaces
– Simplified thermal modelling (compared to CFD)
– Coupling with radiation and conductive effects inside a unique model
– Assisted creation of fluid cavities
– Surface / Fluid nodes conducto-convective couplings (Mac Adams formulaes
available for more accurate computations)
– Possibility of stratification within fluid cavities
 Ongoing work of stabilization

IR Camera positionning

Node I

𝐺𝐿 𝐼, 𝐽 = 𝑘. 𝑆. ∆𝑇 𝛼
Surface/Air conducto-convective coupling

 These modules will be included in the next release of Systema (4.8.2)
• Perspectives: prepare the next Long Term Support Version (LTS)
– Stabilize current functional thermal scope
– Improve the User Manual coverage
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Model exchange

7
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Model exchange (1/3) - Context
• Thermal analysists need to share their data within a very complex ecosystems including:
– Sub-contractors
– Partners
– Platform and instruments project teams
– Mechanical design teams
–…

• All stakeholders have resort to different methodologies and software tools adapted to their needs:
– Expertise domain
– Budget
– Historical background
• Troubles are encountered to assemble data from every stakeholders

 Systema developments head toward a more efficient use of standardized data formats (ex: Step-TAS)
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Model exchange (2/3) - IDM-CIC models
• IDM-CIC is a concurrent engineering tool developped by CNES to support satellite design phase during pre-phase A studies
• Several synergies with Systema were identified, sharing:
– solar/planet flux and temperature data using MEM format
– trajectories and kinematics using OEM/AEM formats
– GMM using the Step-TAS format (v6.0)

Step-TAS

Demo Earth observation satellite modelled with IDMCIC in *.idm format and visualized in IDM-VIEW
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Same model opened in Systema and converted to
*.sysmsh format for detailed analysis
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Model exchange (3/3) - Cutters improvements
• The 3D cutters algorithm is being reworked to improve Step-TAS functions coverage:
– Cutters positionning using transformations (rotations, translations, etc)
– Cutters definition with a finite length
– Reversing cutting operation

Cylinder cutter positionned with transformation
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Example of finite length cutter
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Large models management
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Large models management (1/2) - Context
• Thermal analysists tend to manipulate increasingly large geometries:
– generated by other software (ex: CATIA, Gmsh, …)
– modelling complex equipments with precise discretizations (ex: big wall
with small condensers, heater and heat pipes)
• These models can be either:
– simplified into more appropriate simulation models
– used as such for direct computations

Large demo satellite, Step file generated by Blender
with one mesh per surface (~15 000 meshes)

• This complexity is currently hard to handle with legacy software and
hardware, especially while doing 3D rendering

Systema proposes a boosted 3D rendering algorithm to enable easy
manipulations of large models
Radiator Systema meshing, designed for small
condensers/heaters (~67 000 meshes)
12
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Large models management (2/2) – Systema performances
• Enable fluid manipulation of very large models with stable frames per second rate
• Local rendering using GPU hardware not required but highly recommended (old rendering mode still available otherwise)

70

Images per
second
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Comfort threshold
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~30 000 (usability limit)

Systema 3D meshing view (without results) frames per seconds*
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*The following configurations have given similar results:
_Windows configuration: Windows 7, Intel® Core™ i7-4810MQ CPU @ 2.82GHz x2, 16.0 Go RAM, NVIDIA Quadro K3100M, Intel HD Graphics 4600
_Linux configuration: CentOS 6.6, Intel® Xeon® CPU E3-1225 v3 @ 3.20 Ghz x4, 8 Go RAM, NVIDIA Quadro K600

Parametric analysis
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Parametric analysis (1/4) - Context
• Thermal analysts are constantly challenged to:
– react more quickly to design/mission modifications
– identify with certainty the critical thermal aspects of the mission
(sensitivity analysis)
• It requires a flexible analysis toolchain that:
– provides a high level of automation
– accounts for a great number of input parameters

• Systema already addresses those topics of parametric analysis using:
– Internal variables overloading + Batch run modes
– Python scripting

Example of simple parametric model defined using Python

 These methods require an advanced mastery of the software (lack of simple solution)
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Parametric analysis (2/4) - Python script parameters
• Systema Python scripts enables input parameters definition through a GUI to:
– Increase scripts genericity and reusability
– Facilitate scripts exchanges
– Help integrating Python script within user process
1. Python script edition

• Example: Definition of a symmetry plan for geometry construction
1. Define input parameters inside the Python script
2. Trigger window generation within the script
3. User captures its parameters
4. Run script with user parameters

4. Symmetrized model
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Simple model to symmetrize

2.3. GUI for symmetry Python script
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Parametric analysis (3/4) – Advanced variables
• Principle: Define Systema variables with inter-dependencies
using a mathematical syntax

Current variables values

Variables assignment

• Mathematical syntax including:
– Scalar and vector types
– Basic operations (+,-,*,/, **, ., ^, .x, etc)
– Math functions (sqrt, norm, exp, log, cos, sin, …)
myScalar = norm(myVector) + sqrt(2) + log(exp(10)) - cos(x)
• Variables edition through a table window:
– Display of several variables tables is enabled
– Possibility to work with multi-windowing (non-blocking)
• Synthetic table view:
– Including current variables values
– Integrated access to documentation
– Detection of syntax errors, circular dependencies, naming
errors, etc
Variables table window
17

User error detection
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Trajectory variables

Access to syntax definition

Parametric analysis (4/4) – Geometric example
• Parametric definition of geometry with minimalist telecom satellite:
– A main body (brown) with radiators (red)
– An antenna (blue)
– Two solar panels (purple)
• An arbitrary unitless antenna power factor (σ) influences each geometric parts with
different sensitivities:

Minimalist telecom satellite

– Solar panel length in σ3
– Main body height in σ2

– Main body length in 2 x σ
– Antenna diameter in 2 x σ

σ=3

σ=2
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Conclusion – Upcoming 4.8.2 version
• New upcoming features:
Next Systema version will bring many improvements and new features such as:
– Infra-red camera modelling possibilities
– A new module dedicated to convection computations
– Finite and reversed geometric cutters
– A boosted 3D rendering algorithm
– A flexible Python parameters GUI
– An integrated user syntax for Systema variables
– And a lot more…
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Keep in touch
• Visit our website: www.systema.airbusdefenceandspace.com

• Contact us by e-mail: engineering.software@airbus.com

• Use our new hotline service: 05 31 96 80 00
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Thanks for attention!
...And see you
at the coffee
break!
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